A large number of unlabeled and limited style data greatly reduces the reuse possibility of existing motion sequences. Effective classification and fragment splicing have become an important way of data reuse. Aiming at these two problems, this paper focuses on the great success of deep learning in the field of graphics and iconography. Based on the theory of Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM), a spatiotemporal feature extraction model for human skeleton medical motion sequences is established. The research results are mainly manifested in three aspects. (1) In this paper, stack factor decomposition spatiotemporal feature model and discriminate RBM are used to construct semi-supervised combination model. (2) The underlying model firstly uses the idea of weight decomposition to construct the three channel generative RBM model; and then it extracts the abstract temporal and spatial characteristics of the original motion sequence. Furthermore, it identifies the behavior style of the current input segment at the top using the discriminate RBM model. Finally conduct the stylistic statistics of the whole motion sequence in the voting space. (3) An unsupervised similar frame detection model is constructed by using 3D convolution RBM's perception of human adjacent joints' linkage. In this way, Candidate frames for constructing graph model nodes are obtained. Trajectory and style switching control is realized based on attitude similarity screening criteria. The simulation experiment verifies the superiority and reliability of the algorithm, and it is effectively applied in rehabilitation training.
I. INTRODUCTION
As an important branch of multimedia technology and computer graphics, motion capture technology has been widely used in animation, games, medical treatment, virtual reality and other practical scenes [1] , [2] . However, in the actual motion capture process, such as low precision of capture equipment, severe scene limitation and unavoidable environmental noise interference, which greatly reduces the availability of capture data [3] . With the continuous improvement of machine learning technology, extracting structural features from existing lossless data and reconstructing missing joint data have become one of the key technologies of data-driven character animation [4] . As a typical application of motion capture technology, the complex nonlinear structure between limb joint points and the strict temporal-spatial dependence The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yongtao Hao. makes it difficult for shallow machine learning to fully characterize the potential semantic structure of human motion data [5] , [6] . Reference [7] summed up the recent progress in the research on the method of synthesizing human motion by using low dimensional features. It also pointed out that it is difficult for traditional algorithms to establish explicit correlation between low dimensional space and high-dimensional human pose [8] . In recent years, with the emergence of deep learning, a great breakthrough has been made in structural data modeling. However, human motion capture data contain complex kinematic articulation relations [9] . Due to its joint data, their rigorous spatial and temporal structures pose a great challenge to the effective application of the deep learning model [10] .
Deep learning technology has been applied in many fields, and it also gradually develops from the early simple applications of static image processing and text information completion to high-dimensional applications, such as video and audio data processing [11] . With the support of big data, human intelligence can quickly extract the general rule and past data of low-level data by analyzing the past data [12] . On this basis, grasping the principles of pre-processing, and then creating new works in accordance with the principles are the most important problems [13] . Many methods try to accurately capture the movement during rehabilitation training, which helps patients to better recover and train their physical function [14] . The figure of Walking Process Capture in Rehabilitation Training is shown in figure 1. Collecting walking data of rehabilitation training and analysing the effectiveness of training is the important process during the sport medician. Deep learning is used to capture the training process, and accuracy of training detection is also improved. But none of these methods can accurately capture the movements in sports medicine [15] , [16] .
To improve the learning ability of the model in finite data sets, reference proposed a hierarchical FCRBM (HFCRBM) structure [17] . At the bottom of the HFCRBM model, the directional connection between the historical frame and the current frame in CRBM was removed [18] . The feature extracted from the continuous frame segment was used as the input of the high-level FCRBM. Style synthesis was achieved by linear interpolation in the middle hidden layer of the two models [19] . Similarly, the prototype CRBM and FCRBM are stacked directly [20] . Through unsupervised learning of the corresponding relationship between voice and human posture, the motion temporal features are learned in the bottom CRBM, and the corresponding data of attitude sequence are input in the upper FCRBM tag layer, which can make good use of the prosodic features of voice to drive posture generation [21] .
It is found that the traditional RBM model based on Markov restriction can only extract local dynamic constraints [22] . In order to distinguish the spatial structure of human skeleton and the temporal characteristics of continuous motion accurately, reference decomposed the human trunk into five parts, using RBM to extract compression representation as the input of CRBM, and it achieved a smoother transition between different styles of motion [23] , [24] . Similarly, reference used the ability of the encoder to reconstruct the original data, and established RBM training for each frame to get the spatial structure features, and connected the hidden layer to connect to get timing information [25] . Reference assumed that the whole motion sequence shared the same spatial transfer characteristics, by adding directional connections between adjacent input frames [26] . In addition, Hasinoff et al. [27] adopted the FCRBM weight decomposition idea, and constructed the conditional depth Boltzmann machine (conditional deep Boltzmann machine, CDBM) at the top level of CRBM to extract higher-order spatio-temporal interactions between human joints.. Considering the spacetime characteristics, CRBM has more advantages than RBM in the growing motion sequence [28] .
A large number of unlabeled and limited style data greatly reduces the reuse possibility of existing motion sequences. Effective classification and fragment splicing have become an important way of data reuse. Aiming at these two problems, this paper focuses on the great success of deep learning in the field of graphics and iconography. Based on the theory of Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM), a spatio-temporal feature extraction model for human skeleton medical motion sequences is established. The research contributions are mainly manifested in three aspects:
(1) In this paper, stack factor decomposition spatiotemporal feature model and discriminate RBM are used to construct semi-supervised combination model.
(2) The underlying models firstly use the idea of weight decomposition to construct the three channel generative RBM model; and then it extracts the abstract temporal and spatial characteristics of the original motion sequence. Furthermore, it identifies the behavior style of the current input segment at the top using the discriminate RBM model. Finally conduct the stylistic statistics of the whole motion sequence in the voting space.
(3) An unsupervised similar frame detection model is constructed by using 3D convolution RBM's perception of human adjacent joints' linkage. In this way, Candidate frames for constructing graph model nodes are obtained. Trajectory and style switching control is realized based on attitude similarity screening criteria.
The simulation experiment verifies the superiority and reliability of the algorithm, and it is effectively applied in rehabilitation training. VOLUME 7, 2019 
II. APPLICATION OF DEEP LEARNING IN MEDICAL SPORT TRAINING AND REHABILITAION
Deep neural network (DNN), as the foundation of deep learning theory, has reduced the problem of gradient diffusion and gradient explosion in the traditional back-propagation algorithm while introducing multi-storey computing units. According to the topological structure of DNN [29] , deep modeling based on human motion capture data mainly includes 4 kinds of different learning structures and their motion generation applications [30] .
A. RESTRICTED BOLTZMANN MACHINE
Restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) is a stochastic generation neural network that can learn probability distribution through input data sets [31] . Restricted Boltzmann machine has been applied in dimension reduction, classification, collaborative filtering, feature learning and topic modeling. Depending on the task, restricted Boltzmann machine can be trained by supervised learning or unsupervised learning. RBM-based Framework of Training and Rehabilitation is shown in figure 2. Deep neural networks consist of many restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) stacks, and RBM is assumed to have no connection between the visible neurons and hidden neurons. The deep neural network uses hierarchical unsupervised greedy pre-training method to pre-train RBM hierarchically, and it takes the results as the initial value of the supervised learning training probability model, which greatly improves the learning performance. Unsupervised feature learning is to build a statistical model between the complex hierarchical structure of RBM and a large number of data sets. Through unsupervised pre-training, the network can acquire highorder Abstract features, and provide better initial weights. The weights are limited to the favorable range for global training. The local information between layers is used for layer-by-layer training, and the characteristics of training data are emphasized. The risk of over-fitting learning can be reduced, and the problem of excessive error accumulation and transmission in deep neural networks can be avoided.
Different from the traditional artificial neural network model, RBM is a kind of random neural network model with bipartite graph structure, symmetrical connection and no self-feedback. It is fully connected with the neurons between layers and has no connection within layers. In particular, unsupervised layer-by-layer greedy learning algorithm in RBM greatly improves its income by giving DNN appropriate initial parameters. At the same time, RBM is a generative model based on energy, which allows the network to extract the effective forward feature and reverse reconstruction of input data. Therefore, it has important reference significance and practical application value in learning joint linkage feature representation.
B. DEEP RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK
Unlike RBM model, RNN is theoretically a directed graph model capable of modeling long time dependence. Its recursive structure on time axis is similar to TRBM, which allows adding feedback connection weights between hidden layers [32] . The difference is that the hidden layer information corresponding to the current frame is affected by the characteristics of the hidden layer, which is called Elman structure and Jordan RNN structure (JRNN) respectively. In practical applications, RNN learning often encounters problems such as gradient explosion or diffusion, long-term information forgetting, and so on. Therefore, a special RNN structure with forgetting gate, called long short term memory (LSTM), has emerged. Usually, in the process of motion sequence generation, besides the consideration of long-term dependence, it also needs to optimize and improve its spatial distribution learning.
As a classical time series modeling method in deep learning, RNN has a unique neuron called memory cell, which realizes the feedback of historical information through hidden layer autoregressive connection. The input of hidden layer includes not only the output of the input layer, but also the output of the hidden layer at the last time, which has been widely used in speech recognition and text generation. Aiming at human motion capture data, the use of RBM is empty. As shown in Figure 3 , by using RBM structure to extract features of two different motion styles and interpolate them in feature space, a new motion sequence can be generated through decoding stage. 
C. DEEP CONVOLUTION NEURAL NETWORK
Traditional neural networks have a fully connected structure, which can easily lead to ''dimension disaster'' and other serious problems [33] . Because of the local information perception, parameter sharing and translation rotation invariance of shared convolution kernels, CNN has achieved great success in the field of computer vision. In view of this, the capability of 3D convolution method in coordinate reconstruction of human joint point is fully embodied. It has a certain modeling ability for the overall structure and timing information of skeleton.
Because of the monotony of capturing data sets, it only stays in the synthesis of simple motion (walking, running, waving, and so on), and it can not achieve more complex motion generation, such as multiplayer scene interaction. User specified constraint satisfaction and so on. Holden et al. first demonstrated the ability of CNN self-encoders consisting of 3 layers convolution structure and de-convolution structure in motion generation. However, the drawback is that it can not guarantee some dynamic characteristics, such as foot touchdown information and joint length, and so on. Based on CNN, sports health care the complex frame diagram is shown in Figure 4 . 
D. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
In the process of learning, the environmental constraints are mapped to specific behaviors by optimizing the cumulative rewards obtained from the interaction between the target and the environment [34] . The famous robot AlphaGo is a milestone in the process of reinforcement learning. However, reinforcement learning has poor performance in modeling ability for high-dimensional human motion capture data. In addition, DRL has important research significance for realtime generation of role motion in complex terrain constrained scenes. It is also very helpful for us to interact with the environment in the process of medical rehabilitation and help patients recover as soon as possible. The framework based on DRL is shown in figure 5 . Deep enhancement learning aims at dealing with changeable user input in real time by training decision controller, and is suitable for generating more complex motion behaviors, such as changing target tracking, terrain adaptation, and so on. typical traditional reinforcement learning methods, such as controller decision making methods, are based on pre learning strategy table and the original discrete motion segments are entered according to control signals. However, the flexibility of this method is often limited by the size of the database, and its smoothness also depends on the selection of interpolation algorithm.
III. IMPLEMENTATION AND REHABILITATION APPLICATION OF SPORTS MEDICIAL MODEL BASED ON IMPROVED RBM ALGORITHM A. MEDICAL REHABILITATION FRAMEWORK BASED ON IMPROVED BOLTZMANN MACHINE
In view of the inaccurate detection of transition points and inefficient matching of track segments in existing motion graph construction methods, unsupervised feature learning and a motion segmentation method based on declination are proposed to construct motion maps. Firstly, aiming at the spatio-temporal structure of skeletal motion, a convolution constrained Boltzmann machine is used to extract spatiotemporal features automatically on time axis, and then the candidate transition points are detected. Subsequently, the whole motion is segmented based on the deflection angle. In this way, the obtained motion fragments can achieve higher retrieval and reuse efficiency in the stage of searching user's trajectory constraints. The experimental results show that compared with the traditional motion graph construction method, the key posture extracted by this method is more conducive to the use of fast quaternion interpolation to create natural motion transition sequence. At the same time, constraint matching based on skew angle also improves the reusability of original motion capture data, and it does not lack the flexibility of role control while taking into account the speed of motion generation.
Combining the features of deep learning method and feature extraction, this paper proposes an unsupervised depth learning model to extract spatio-temporal characteristics of motion capture sequences, and constructs motion maps based on the clips segmentation method based on skew angle, which can achieve faster retrieval efficiency than minimum trajectory offset in the constraint matching process.
As shown in Figure 6 , CRBM model is trained with a large number of sample data in the offline phase, which makes it possible to detect transition points in motion diagrams for user data sets. In the online phase, segment segmentation and style retrieval are performed for input trajectories, and the quadruple structure based on Scenes information can match constraints between online input and offline motion diagrams. The image processing of deep learning needs a lot of computation. In this paper, Hadoop cloud platform is used to support the deep learning framework. It can effectively improve the operation efficiency of the platform.
B. TRANSITION FRAME DETECTION MODEL BASED ON CONV-RBM
The common preprocessing method of DNN is to take the whole human body information of each frame as the input vector or separate the human body into five parts: left and right arms, left and right legs, and body. It relies on the full connection layer to extract the linkage of each part. This method lacks the consideration of the local correlation of skeleton and the joint information of limb articulation. To solve this problem, the human skeleton is reordered according to three adjacent joints, each of which represents the local perception domain of convolution operation, so the contribution of each joint to each movement style can be determined automatically. According to the convolution kernel parameter value, avoiding the sensitive operation of determining the weight of each joint is based on prior information in traditional methods.
In order to make full use of the advantages of DNN in automatic feature extraction, this paper proposes stacked 3D-Conv RBM and Deep Belief Network (DBN) for unsupervised learning based on the spatio-temporal structure of motion capture data. The model structure is shown in Figure 7 . By mapping 96-dimensional point cloud data into low-dimensional feature space, candidates are screened according to preset threshold. Cross frame group.
C. THE PRINCIPLE OF CONV-RBM ALGORITHM
Conv-RBM is used to extract unsupervised local structure features of images, and then it is applied to speech recognition. These two applications fully demonstrate the advantages of convolution RBM in unsupervised learning for local structure and temporal features. In view of the inherent spatial structure of human skeleton in each frame of motion capture data and the temporal dependence between frame sequences, Conv-RBM is extended to extract spatial and temporal features of three-dimensional data, and candidate transition points are selected according to the Euclidean distance of frame segments in implicit space. Because 3D Conv-RBM for motion capture data expansion is still a contrast divergence algorithm for training RBM, it differs from the local information sharing field (weight) and bias in the same coordinate, so its energy function can be defined accordingly:
where V d α represents the perceptual region of the alpha block in the dimension C ∈ {x, y, z} of the input data; V c α represents the local temporal and spatial characteristics of the current block obtained by convolution operation, K c,d is the weights connecting the input data with the convolution output unit, and b c and b d are the neuron biases of the input layer and the convolution layer, respectively. Delta is the variance of training set. Because of the existence of normalization operation, its value is often set to 1.
In essence, each local sensing region in the 3D-ConvRBM model can form a miniature RBM structure with some neurons in the winding layer. According to Gibbs sampling, the signal value transferred from the bottom layer to the top level is expressed as:
Therefore, when the binary implicit state is adopted, the energy contribution of the activation unit to the model is as follows:
In image processing, producing neural network not only eliminates the advantage of parameter reduction brought by weight sharing, but also endows the model with better antinoise ability. This characteristic is also applicable to data collected by motion capture technology which is vulnerable to environmental interference. The most commonly used method in Conv-RBM is maximum probability pooling; however, it lacks more theoretical and experimental support for its effectiveness. Therefore, the maximum probability pooling method, which is widely used at present, is adopted in this paper:
where (·) 2×2 represents the size of the area selected by the pooling operation in the convolution layer C d α . In the reverse reconstruction stage, the Gibbs sampling algorithm is still used. In order to overcome the dimension inconsistency caused by the pooling operation, we can make up the zero operation in the de-convolution operation. Unlike the forward inference process, the visible layer is a real value unit, and its value can be sampled from the specified Gauss distribution:
Formula (3) and (5) show the operation process of forward feature extraction and reverse data reconstruction using convolution RBM, respectively:
In the actual training process, RBM is often difficult to learn features from real data with small variance. Therefore, when connecting Conv-RBM with DBN model, the layer normalization method proposed in recent years is used to avoid the phenomenon of ''covariate offset''. The specific algorithm is as follows:
µ is the mean value of all connection layer units connected by pooling layer, and F 1 is the connection hub of Conv-RBM and DBN structure.
Because Conv-RBM extracts features through multiple convolution cores, its dimension is generally much larger than the input dimension when its pooled neurons are fully connected. Effective data dimension reduction method is the core to support fast retrieval of similar frames.
D. FRAGMENT SEGMENTATION AND TRANSITION SEGMENT DECISION BASED ON QUATERNION DATA STRUCTURE
Motion graph is a kind of efficient method to explore data reuse and behavior control based on existing motion database. Reference pointed out that the construction of motion graph mainly includes three steps: motion segment segmentation, transition point detection and intermediate transition frame segment generation. Its basic criterion is to ensure that the graph structure still has good connectivity under the premise of satisfying user's arbitrary input constraints. From this point of view, we propose automatic segmentation of long motion sequences based on declination four Meta data structure, and can also be used for efficient retrieval of motion fragments. Candidate transition frames between segments are detected by deep learning feature extraction framework.
In essence, segmentation of original motion into segments is the necessary step to construct motion graphs. Obviously, more detailed partitioning can make the graph model more connected, but it will also increase the complexity of the model; thus, it increases the motion retrieval time. Therefore, an efficient motion graph must make a good trade-off between constraint matching time and graph connectivity. Figure 8 depicts an example of two motion sequences separately divided into multiple motion segments, each of which is indexed by a quaternion structure. Specifically, the third motion segment of Motion 2 is indexed by a Clip, in which the ''Frame'' is the start-stop index of the segment in the frame sequence, the ''Or'' is the orientation letter of the start-stop frame of the segment, and the ''10'' represents the ''Motion 2'' in the current data set.
A large number of candidate frames are saved in the motion segments indexed by Quad from algorithm 1. Although each frame pair has a small distance in the hidden space, it is not necessarily the most suitable transition point. Figure 9 shows the fragment transition segment decision based on deep neural network. However, because the transition direction of the left image is opposite to the motion direction, the stitched motion sequence will have a regression phenomenon. Therefore, it is reasonable to impose physical constraints to ensure the natural degree of the transition section. In the subject study, we stipulate that the transition of motion must occur, when at least one foot touches the ground, that is, the two feet are not allowed to transit to other motion sequences.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. DATABASE DESCRIPTION
With the increasing application of digital information technology in the medical industry, clinical nursing information system has become an important part of hospital information construction. Mobile nursing information system is the extension of nurse workstation beside patient bed.
In recent years, the nursing information system based on the medical Internet of things has developed rapidly. On the basis of the existing hospital information management system, mobile handheld devices are used to complete the expansion of hospital information system data to bedside, and the instant delivery of terminal data to the system through the Internet of things technology and wireless local area network as the data interaction platform is also collected. It is accepted by hospital managers and nurses that nursing workflow should be optimized, link quality control should be strengthened, nursing work efficiency should be improved, and more convenient nursing services should be provided for patients. The Internet of Things (IOT) system for medical motion data acquisition is shown in figure 10 . The performance of the proposed algorithm is validated. In the experiment, data records related to walking, running and jumping styles are extracted from the database. Specifically, the training data comes from the rehabilitation movement sequence of 1000 patients collected by the Internet of Things system, which contains 52801 frames, and the amount of data is about half of the training style of literature. Therefore, the amount of data used is enough for the model to extract the movement characteristics of various styles well. In addition, the data sets used to construct motion maps come from 13, 16 and 35, which include forward motion along Z axis, turning left and right to 45 degrees and 90 degrees.
The experimental encoding environment is Matlab 2015b, and the running environment is PC with Intel Core i3-3220 GHz processor and 8G running memory.
B. ACCURACY VERIFICATION OF MEDICAL MOTION MODEL DRIVEN BY BIG DATA
The quality of transition frame segments used to convert style directly affects the coherence of the whole motion sequence. Based on the idea that motion interpolation can produce smoother style conversion between frames with higher similarity, adjacent motion graph nodes representing similar frames and motion edges representing spherical linear interpolation are constructed respectively. In the experiment, 40 frames are selected as the window length of the linear synthesis algorithm, and the starting and ending frames of the mixed segment are the first and last frames of the motion segment to be stitched. The style transition of two kinds of motion synthesis methods based on RBM uses the method of introducing Gauss noise to guide the jump in style hidden space. In contrast, once two similar frames are detected, the quaternion interpolation algorithm can be directly used to generate intermediate frames based on the calculated transition length, which is similar to the key frame interpolation method in the open source engine framework Ogre. Taking the change of running style from walking to running as an example, the motion trajectories of two end effectors (left toe and left hand) are extracted as the basis for analyzing the quality of motion sequences generated by different methods. As shown in figure 11 , the trajectories generated by various methods have their own characteristics, indicating that they contain different kinematic characteristics and visual effects. In fact, human motion is usually accompanied by slight body shaking, especially in the process of motion capture; the tension of patients directly affects the quality of data. For such reasons, the joint trajectory in the motion sequence based on the motion map constructed from the original motion segment will also have a certain degree of noise.
Therefore, the jitter amplitude and frequency of joint trajectory can be used as the quality evaluation index. Compared with the generative deep learning algorithm, the hybrid method based on windows and the direct quaternion interpolation method can generate smoother motion data. The main reason is that different deep learning models have different ability to model the dynamic characteristics of motion capture data. In order to achieve motion transition, the method of applying noise to realize hidden space jump makes this kind of algorithm have great limitations. Once it is necessary to model multiple motion styles, the noise level required for different styles of hidden space to jump each other can not be determined; furthermore, the motion quality produced by different Gauss noise can not be guaranteed, so it is easy to produce sliding steps. Figure 12 shows the partial frame visualization results of the motion data generated by the proposed model when the central distance vector is used as input. It can be found that the generated motion data can ensure the basic biological structure of the human body, without joint dislocation, skeletal deformation and other conditions. It shows that the optimized model structure based on Conv-RBM has good spatial feature extraction ability. Specifically, it is found from the comparison of visual effects that when Conv-RBM generates 400 frames of motion data, the center of gravity of the human body shifts and the upper and lower limbs are inclined. With the increase of time, the generated motion quickly converges to the mean posture, especially the changes of the hip and shoulder bones. Generally speaking, whether the spatial structure of the motion frames itself or the satisfaction degree of style constraints are in line with naked eye comfort.
C. SUPERIORITY VERIFICATION OF MEDICAL MOTION MODEL DRIVEN BY BIG DATA
The main purpose of the experiment is to explore the influence of coordinate and Euler angle input on the quality of motion generation, so it mainly includes the preprocessing of these two types of data. The first one is to extract the absolute position change of each joint relative to the root joint as the input of the model, using the central distance vector as the data processing method for the absolute position coordinates of the skeleton in the 3D space. The second is to use the joint rotation information as data input. Firstly, the Euler angle data is converted into an exponential mapping type to avoid the non-smoothness caused by the universal lock. In addition, the absolute position information of the root joint is replaced by the orientation and forward difference vectors of the human body in the current posture. In order to adapt to the method of model inference, it is necessary to normalize the processed data to ensure that its variance is 1. The comparison results between the proposed algorithm and traditional neural networks, RBM and RNN networks are shown in figure 13 . As shown in the figure 13, the proposed deep network model can achieve about 94% accuracy. Compared with RNN and RBM, they increased by 2% and 3%. Compared with the traditional neural network, our algorithm improves by nearly 10%. According to the quality of motion frame generated by two types of data, we can draw a preliminary conclusion. On the premise that the selection of model superparameters is close to optimal, the amount of spatio-temporal information transmission captured by different connection modes in graph model is also different, which directly affects the quality of data reconstruction. Therefore, further mining of more interactive information extraction model is parametric motion. In addition, the data based on coordinate centralization implicitly contains the body structure of the sports performers in the learning process, so they are better at switching between different skeletal structures, and it also have certain potential in the research of motion redirection. The motion frames generated based on rotation information input have higher data quality, and they are suitable for single person because they use the original skeletal data. The detailed compassion results are shown in Table 1 . As is shown, our model has less time consumption and more accuracy compared with other deep neural network. Compared with traditional neural network, we consume more time but get more accuracy. In order to better understand the smoothness of reconstructed motion on the time axis, figure 14 shows the center distance curves of the apex end effectors relative to the root joint of 400 frames of motion sequence generated by four models receiving two types of data input. The motion quality is judged by the magnitude and frequency of jitter. From the comparison graph, it can be clearly seen that the motion model for the central distance vector has less high-frequency fluctuation. In addition, the high-frequency jitter in the result graph of CRBM and RBM is also slightly lower than that of the motion sequence based on exponential mapping. RNN has the opposite result. It can be seen from figure 14 that the distance between the tips and the root joints of the motion sequence generated by the central distance vector gradually stabilizes, which indicates that the motion of the whole leg gradually stops, while the motion sequence generated by the exponential mapping still maintains a cyclic state. These two phenomena indicate that the quality of motion generation is closely related not only to the model structure, but also to the data processing. In designing the deep learning model for extracting temporal and spatial features, not only the expressive ability of the model, but also the inherent bio-kinematic characteristics of human body, such as skeletal priori, velocity and acceleration changes, should be considered.
In order to verify the convergence speed and training efficiency of the algorithm, this paper compares with two other RNN and RBM deep neural networks. As shown in the figure 15 , the original model can have better and faster convergence. In addition, the convergence efficiency is much better than the other two network models. Experiments verify the efficiency of our algorithm.
V. CONCLUSION
A large number of unlabeled and limited style data greatly reduces the reuse possibility of existing motion sequences. Effective classification and fragment splicing have become an important way of data reuse. Aiming at these two problems, this paper focuses on the great success of deep learning in the field of graphics and iconography. Based on the theory of Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM), a spatio-temporal feature extraction model for human skeleton medical motion sequences is established. The research results are mainly manifested in three aspects. (1) In this paper, stack factor decomposition spatiotemporal feature model and discriminate RBM are used to construct semi-supervised combination model. ( 2) The underlying model firstly uses the idea of weight decomposition to construct the three channel generative RBM model; and then it extracts the abstract temporal and spatial characteristics of the original motion sequence. Furthermore, it identifies the behavior style of the current input segment at the top using the discriminate RBM model. Finally conduct the stylistic statistics of the whole motion sequence in the voting space. (3) An unsupervised similar frame detection model is constructed by using 3D convolution RBM's perception of human adjacent joints' linkage. In this way, Candidate frames for constructing graph model nodes are obtained. Trajectory and style switching control is realized based on attitude similarity screening criteria. The simulation experiment verifies the superiority and reliability of the algorithm, and it is effectively applied in rehabilitation training. The research of deep learning on sporting training and rehabilitation training will be conducted in the future.
